
Legend tells that long ago, deep in the treacherous waters of the
Gresham Sea, the infamous pirate Greenbeard buried a treasure in the
Island of Nadaka. 

You’ve found a mysterious bottle that swept ashore with a riddle note
inside, could this be a set off clues to the treasure?! Here be the time
to dust off yer telescope, yer pirate eyepatch, and set sail on this new
and Daycation!!
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Marooned!
After a terrible thunderstorm your pirate ship was destroyed and you were forced to jump
into a raft where you spent three long days.  Just when you thought all hope was lost, your
raft landed on a deserted beach on a small island. Could this be the Island of Nadaka?! You
grab your riddle note and begin your search on foot! Explore the nearby shore to make sure
no danger assails!!
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      here

Pictures in the Woods!
The page reads “Find the pictures in wood to set your compass’ north”, Could this be it?!
You find an information kiosk next to a path. You'd better spend some time here looking for
more clues!. 

¡Victoria en el Jardín!
Under a giant sign that reads “Victoria's Garden” you find yourself face to face with
an old man with a long green beard ,wearing sunglasses and colorful Hawaiian shorts.
"Ahoy There Matey!! Shiver me timbers! Glad te see yer! Its been a pence and a half since
the last old salt came to visit looking to find some pieces of eight!!"

It's none other than Greenbeard himself!! He seems to have turned this treasure hunt into a
way for inviting hopeful treasure hunters to come and visit him on the island! You sing
chanteys until dawn on his Pirate Ship that was hidden in plain sight the whole time!! And
now with a new friend and full belly you keep exploring the island finding new and
exciting adventures everyday!

Not Alone!
What is that?! You discover a shelter that has been built by someone who seems to

have been stranded here like us! Could they still be here? Are they friendly? Did they
manage to escape? Let's look around for clues and see who may have built it, and

where they might be now!!

discover more adventures here!

In Circles!
Wait a minute, following this path seems to be sending you back to where you

started! Is this Greenbeards way of messing with your head?! You must continue,
you're sure he is counting on any treasure hunter to give up too easily. Not today,

Mister Pirate!!
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